
What’s in my KitNipBox? 

 
 Smart N’ Tasty Salmon Treats. These all-natural and nutritious, crunchy treats are irresistible to 

cats! They are grain, gluten, soy, and dairy free, and made in the USA. The ingredients are used 
to fight plaque and tartar, as well as promote fresh breath. Enjoy!  

 A John Paul Ear and Eye Wipe. This wipe is designed to keep your cat’s ears and eyes clean and 
free from odor and build up. Tested on humans first, these wipes have been shown to eliminate 
the spread of eye infections and keep the ear and eye area clean and healthy. 

 A Handmade Catnip Apple Slice. This delicious apple slice will have your cat celebrating fall, 
while digging into a slice of catnip heaven! The slice is made by an artisan in Wisconsin, who 
custom sews everything by hand. Your cat can carry this lightweight toy around the house and 
enjoy it for breakfast, lunch, and dinner!  

 A Dangly Door Bouncer Toy. Fun, long, springy, bouncy, and dangling from a doorknob - what 
cat can resist this exhilarating toy? The safe, eco-friendly bouncer is handmade from palm 
fronts. The toy will provide hours of entertainment for your cat while promoting a healthy dose 
of exercise. 

 A Catnip Mushroom Toy. Cats of all ages love this fun-shaped mushroom toy. The mushroom is 
filled with organic catnip your cat will love. The shape and size are perfect for rolling around 
and chasing. Catnip lovers rejoice!  

 A Roller Friend Toy.  Let your cats’ natural hunting instincts come to life with this toy, featuring 
a thick stack of cardboard with a thread running through that connects a small mouse head and 
tail to each end. Your cat will love to swat the feathery tail, while stalking and hunting this 
perfect cardboard prey! 

 Wooly Fun Feather Barrel. This toy is made from renewable resources and is eco-friendly. It 
includes organic catnip and fun feathers to drive your cats crazy. The toy is durable, safe, and 
stimulates your cats’ instincts. The barrel is hand made from 100% wool to provide you cat with 
a soft and natural toy!  

	  


